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691-1427000（0SS-ZH-07973500）
Dio110（JF31） 個数

1 691-1427001 × 1
2 691-1427002 × 1
3 φ 8.2 × 18 × T3 0900-094-09809 × 4
4 19 × 98mm 801-0800003 × 1
5 M5 × 15 052-0500015 × 2
6 5mm 001-0540005 × 2
7 5mm 090-0903005 × 2
8 M6 × 12 060-0500012 × 2
9 6mm 091-0500006 × 2
10 6mm 001-0500006 × 2

N1 × 1
N2 × 4
N3 × 2

N4 × 1
× 2

FENDER LESS KIT CODE : 
APPLICATION : 
REMARK : When installing this product, cutting rear under cover process is required.
●Thank you for purchasing Kitaco product. Read and understand the instruction before installing.

ATTENTION (MUST READ)
●This instruc�on sheet is for the instruc�on for stock condi�on.
●This product is for dress-up. Do not use for other purposes.
●This product is designed and made exclusive for applica�on model, do not use other models. Do not modify the way which 
  is not listed or it will cause damage and trouble.
●We are not responsible for viola�on of law or damages and accidents caused by assembling mistake and improper se�ng.
●Please ask authorized mechanic for assembling and se�ng. Ask a specialist at specialty shop if you do not understand the 
  role of the surrounding parts.
●Refer to the manufacturer service manual when installa�on.
●Bolts and nuts may get loosen by engine vibra�on. Make sure not to loosen any bolts and nuts before driving.

■HOW TO INSTALL
※Be careful not to break claw of covers 
    when removing/installing.
 1) Remove stock rear fender and covers. 
    (Remove parts that ease to installa�on.)
※Ligh�ng harness is connected with 
    coupler or terminal. Disconnect couplers.
 2) Cut the rear under cover.
 3) Install a�ached fender less parts and 
    license light (stock). (Refer to the 
    illustra�on.)
※Install fender less parts while bolts are
  temporarily �ghtened.
※A�er route and connect each wire, if the 
  wires are le�, �ghten to frame by �e wrap 
  not to hang down.
 4) Tighten temporarily �ghtened bolts 
    firmly. Make sure the tail lamp, winker 
    work correctly before riding.

OUTER COWLS REMOVING/INSTALLING ILLUSTRATION
(Illustration is just a reference. Please refer to the service manual.)
REMOVING/INSTALLING CENTER/BODY COVER

BODY COVER CENTER COVER
Pull center cover upward.

Pull body cover backward. Be careful of 
breaking claw.

Be careful of 
breaking claw.

REMOVING REAR FENDER&UNDER COVER

TAIL LAMP GROMMET
REUSE

REUSE
LICENSE LIGHT

REUSE
PLUG

Be careful of 
breaking claw.

Be careful of 
breaking claw.

LIGHTING HARNESS

REAR UNDER COVER

CUTTING PROCESS 
(Refer to the rear under cover installation illustration on right side.)

※Not in use.

PACKING LIST
FIGURE NAME CODE

FENDER LESS PLATE (A)
FENDER LESS PLATE (B)
RUBBER COLLAR
REFLECTOR
FLAT HEAD BOLT
NUT
WASHER
CAP BOLT
SPRING WASHER
NUT

STOCK PARTS (REUSE)
FIGURE NAME QTY

PLUG
REAR FENDER BOLT
TAIL LAMP GROMMET
LICENSE LAMP
NUT

Install fender less kit in the reverse order of removing stock rear fender.
※Basically, reuse genuine parts if it is unattached.
※If there is a hard degradation like a blem, fatigue and wear etc on the reuse parts,
    please change to new ones.

RIBREAR 
UNDER COVER
※After cut.

Install opposite 
way from stock.

REAR UNDER COVER CUTTING ILLUSTRATION (TOP VIEW)

RIB RIB
HOLE HOLE

DOTTED LINE : CUTTING LINE
Please cut refferring to dotted shape on illustration and 
rib, hole positon.
(It is not a problem that some distortion and over cutting.)

ADVICE!
※One of the reason of unable to install fender less stay 
    correctly is touching under cover. In that case, check the 
    cu�ng shape of rear under cover and cut the touching 
    point.
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